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Abstract 

     
     Developing an application with high performance through the 
code optimization places a greater responsibility on the 
programmers. While most of the existing compilers attempt to 
automatically optimize the program code at the lower level, manual 
techniques remain the predominant method for performing 
optimization at the source code level. Since deciding where to try to 
optimize code is difficult, especially for large complex applications, 
the programmer can use his experiences in writing the code, and 
then he can use a software profiler in order to collect and analyze 
the performance data of the code.  In this work, we have gathered 
the most experiences which can be applied to improve the style of 
writing programs in C language as well as we present an 
implementation of the manual optimization of the codes using the 
Intel VTune profiler. The paper includes two case studies to 
illustrate our optimization on the Heap Sort and Factorial 
functions.   
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1   Introduction 
 
Software applications are designed to work.  Hence, the program functionality is 
the mean objective of the programmer during the phase of development of a new 
application.  The performance consideration may be added  to the design later on. 
Several different techniques exist by  which a given software program can be 
made to run faster. However, speeding up a program can also cause an increase in 
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the program size.    In the world of mobile systems, the graphics library should be 
small enough to run on the mobile device without compromising graphics quality.  
Devices like mobiles, PDAs etc, have strict memory restrictions [1]. So, the mean 
objective of the performance improving is to write the code in such a way that 
memory and speed both be optimized.   
There are many ways for measuring an application performances. The homegrown 
timing functions which are inserted into the code are a more effective way to 
gather performance data. Other most efficient and accurate ways to gather timing 
data is to use a good performance profilers, which show the time spent in each 
function of the program and will also provide an analyses based on this data [2,3]. 
Once performance data has been collected, it needs to be analyzed to find the 
routines that are taking the majority of the application time, and the loop that 
appears to be taking more time than it should. These areas are known as 
"Hotspots". There are a lot of profilers available for detecting the hotspots either in 
the source file or in the codes of the standard library [4,5,6], and the optimization 
should be done on these hotspots.  The next step is to test the modified code, if still 
run correctly with the achieved performance improvement. Otherwise, the 
optimization cycle is repeated for another iteration. 
In this work, we implement  manual techniques which can be applied to make a C 
code optimized for speed as well as memory.  We illustrate two ways to perform 
this. First,  by applying  the most programming practices in writing C code to 
make it run faster. Secondly, the VTune profiler is used for father locating the 
hotspots within the program, which will help us to improve them. The paper 
includes two case studies to illustrate our optimization on the Heap Sort and 
Factorial functions.   
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5     Results 

The process of the performance improvement is taken on  a sample application 
that performs the heap sorting which sorts 100,000 random integers. The time 
duration is taken as 20 seconds with the Interval of 1 msec time. The 
calculated value of the Sample_After_Value is 2000000. 
The optimization is running in three iterations with  three versions of the 
original heap sort program (HeapS), namely, (i) the version Heap_Optimized1 
where the FOR loops are optimized, (ii) the version Heap_Optimized2 where 
the Heap_Optimized1 is further improved with the optimization of the local 
and general registers allocations, and (iii) the version Heap_Optimized3 where 
the Heap_Optimized2 is further optimized with branch removal and Inline 
technique. 

 

 
In the iteration of the modified program Heap_Optimized2, the analysis is for the 
module Adjust() is as follows: 
• CPU_CLK samples:  

Out of a total of 39 samples, 31 samples was collected for Adjust()  
• CPU_CLK % :  

79.49%  out of 100% of Timer samples was collected for Adjust(). 
• CPU_CLK events:  

The Sample After value for the Timer event is 2000000. Using the formula, Number 
of samples X Sample After value, the number of occurrences of the Timer event for 
Adjust() is   62000000. 

• Process % : 

86.11% out of 100% of the CPU processes consumed in executing the 
module Adjust(), followed by the module Swap() (which consumed 7.32%), 
the next positions in the list (which are consumed 2.44%) are shared by 
Gen_array and Rand() functions. 

Table 1: The modified program Heap_Optimized2 
  Module (Process Heap_Optimized2) 
  Adjust Hsort Swap Gen-

array 
Rand memSet 

1 CPU_CLK samples 31 4 2 1 0 1 
2 INST_Retired  samples 27 0 4 0 1 0 
3 CPU_CLK % 79.49% 10.26 5.13 2.56 0 2.56 
4 INST_Retired.ANY  % 84.38% 00 12.5 0 3.3 0 
5 CPU_CLK events 62000K 8000K 4000K 2000K 2000K 2000K 
6 INST_Retired  events 54000K 0 8000K 0 0 0 
7 % of the Process 86.11% 6.94 5.56 0 1.39 
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The performance figures for the different modules within the modifies program 
Heap_Optimized2 is shown in Table 1. Table 2 illustrates the result for the 
next modification of the program, namely, Heap_Optimized3. The complete 
performances view of  the three versions of the original HeapSort algorithm is 
shown in Table 3.  The actual improvement in the code performances  within 
each technique for the HeapSort and Factorial algorithms are shown in Table 
4. 

 
Table 4 : Improvement  with different techniques. 

 
 

Table 2: The modified program Heap_Optimized3 
  Module (Process Heap_Optimized3) 
 Adjust() Hsort() Swapt () Gen-rray Rand.c memSet 

1 CPU_CLK_Core samples 35 2 2 1 1 1 
2 INST_Retired.ANY  samples 33 0 2 1 0 0 
3 CPU_CLK_Unhalted_Core 

% 
83.3% 4.76 4.76 2.38 2.38 2.38 

4 INST_Retired.ANY  % 91.67% 0 5.56 2.78 0 0 
5 CPU_CLK_Core events 70000K 4000K 4000K 2000K 2000K 2000K 
6 INST_Retired.ANY  events 66000K 0 4000K 2000K 0 0 
7 % of the Process 86.37% 2.44 7.32 2.44 2.44% 

Table 3:  Performances for the different versions of HeapSort Algorithm. 
   Process 
  HeapSort Heap_ 

Optimized1 
Heap_ 
Optimized2 

Heap_ 
Optimized3 

1 Clockticks samples 58 56 55 11 
2 Instructions Retired samples 28 27 29 6 
3 Cycles per Instructions ( CPI ) 1.242 1.22 1.19 0.72 
4 Clockticks % 4.26% 4.11 4.04 0.81% 
5 Instructions Retired % 4.83% 4.66 5 1.03 
6 Clockticks Events 139200K 134400K 132000K 26400K 
7 Instructions retired events 67200000 64800000 69600000 14400000 

Function  
No. of Reduction in Samples Total 

Reduction 
(%) 

Function 
InLining 

Register 
Allocation

Branch 
Removal

AND/OR 
Conv 

Loop 
Termin

Global 
Variables

Heap_sort Alg 22 40 44  3 22 22 12% 
Factorial  Alg 20 38 20  4 15 12 16% 
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6    Conclusions and Open Problems 
 
Most of the compilers automatically optimized the code at a much lower level and 

performing optimizations specific to a targeted processor. However, the manual 

optimization performed by the programmer at the source code level remains the 

predominant method for generating an efficient software code.  In this paper, we 

have gathered the most experiences which can be applied in writing the C code to 

be optimized for speed as well as memory, and the further using of a  profiler for  

locating the hotspots within the code which will help us to improve them.  

We have seen how various small changes in the hotspots of the program can 

dramatically affect its performance: In particular, instructions inside a loop should 

be very carefully written so as to minimize loop length. A tool like VTune can 

help a lot in this process.  

However, unix systems impose restrictions for such  profiling because of security 

considerations. Profilers like gprof can help in this case with statistics for time 

spent and the relative frequency of the instructions.  

We have shown that by using a good compiler and some manual optimization 

techniques tested in this paper, programmers can much more easily create high 

performance applications. 
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